SecuGen Fingerprint Readers Now Work
with Tutis Biometric Logon Software to
Authenticate Users to Active Directory
Software developed by Tutis Technologies harnesses SecuGen fingerprint
technology for user identification
SANTA CLARA, Calif. – Feb. 6 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — SecuGen Corporation, a
world leading fingerprint technology company, announced today that its wellknown Hamster(TM) line of fingerprint readers is now available with Tutis
Biometric Logon, an Active Directory compatible network authentication
application.

With the combination of SecuGen(R) Hamster fingerprint
readers and Tutis Biometric Logon, Tutis Technologies Ltd. now offers a
logical and physical access security solution with only one single
registration of a user. SecuGen’s unique technology offers the use of a
common fingerprint template across both PC-based products and embedded
fingerprint modules for access control systems.
Tutis Biometric Logon is an elegant, robust and scalable fingerprint-based,
password automation solution that takes passwords out of the hands of endusers, improves security, reduces help-desk costs and simplifies life for
end-users and administrators alike. Password entry and password management
are now completely automated and secured with fingerprint biometrics, helping
organizations achieve both security as well as convenience. Incorporating
SecuGen fingerprint technology, Tutis Biometric Logon has also been
integrated with Citrix to offer robust enterprise security solutions.
“SecuGen manufactures high quality yet low cost fingerprint readers. This is
a difficult combination to achieve,” said Mr. G. S. Chandrasekhar, Managing
Director of Tutis Technologies Ltd. “We have been using the SecuGen Hamster
III and Hamster Plus in a wide variety of settings including rural India, and
the results have been outstanding. SecuGen’s readers perform consistently
well. We are able to offer our end-users a reasonably priced fingerprint
reader that is as accurate as any on the market, works under a tough
conditions, is extremely accurate and has a three year warranty. We could not
ask for more.”
Won Lee, CEO of SecuGen said, “We have worked with Tutis Technologies for
many years now. They are the prototype of ideal partners that we look for all
over the world. They have a deep understanding of corporate and government

security applications, a well-established development organization, and with
Tutis Biometric Logon, a complete suite of best-of-breed security products.
We are very pleased to continue working with them.”
About Tutis Technologies Ltd.
Tutis Technologies Ltd, is a Bombay Stock Exchange listed company in India
with a presence in the United Kingdom and the United Arab Emirates. Tutis
Technologies is a pioneer in the field of biometric solutions for logical and
physical access and domain expertise in software development and customized
biometric solutions for various industries from banking and finance to retail
sales. More information is available at www.tutistech.com.
About SecuGen
SecuGen Corporation (www.secugen.com) is the world’s leading provider of
advanced, optical fingerprint recognition technology, products, tools and
platforms for physical and information security. SecuGen designs and develops
FBI-certified fingerprint readers and OEM components, developer kits and
software that include NIST/MINEX-compliant algorithms. Known for high
quality, ruggedness and performance in a wide variety of applications and
environmental conditions, SecuGen products are used by world-leading
financial, medical, government, educational and corporate institutions and
are sold through a partner network of over 200 original equipment
manufacturers, independent software vendors and system integrators around the
world.
SecuGen is a registered trademark of SecuGen Corporation in the United States
and other countries.
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